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6 Syrian Forum

Mustafa Sabbagh
Chairman of the Board 

At the Syrian Forum, our mission is to rebuild Syrian lives by cultivating active and capable communities from a cultural, political, economic, and

social standpoint.

Driven by our devotion to Syria, we continue to expand our impact through six specialized institutions committed to restoring and developing

infrastructure, training and employing future leaders, protecting and uplifting the most vulnerable, and so much more.

Our efforts have blossomed into strategic partnerships with nonprofit organizations, government institutions, and private enterprises. Now, in 2018, 

we are utilizing our resources to prepare for an exciting new program, a grand cultural festival that showcases Syria’s rich history and artistic traditions.

Through our work, we put our faith in the creativity, ingenuity, and resilience of the Syrian people. Despite immeasurable challenges, we continue to 

empower Syrian civil society and thus rebuild Syrian communities upon a foundation of justice and dignity for all.
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Ghassan Hitto
Chief Executive Officer

We, at the Syrian Forum, provide more than temporary relief. We strive to empower Syrian communities through capacity building and long-

term development.

Our diverse and comprehensive programs address the problems of today, while identifying sustainable solutions for the future, thereby safeguarding 

and strengthening the trust between Syrians and their institutions.

Through our strategic partnerships, we have expanded our vision and increased our impact. We have continued to offer valuable services to Syrians 

in need and equip them with the skills and resources necessary to develop their own institutions.

We are driven by our unwavering hope that one day, through empowered individuals, institutions, and local councils, we will realize a Syria of justice, 

peace, and equality. With this hope, we will continue to grow and improve, as we plant the seeds of freedom in our homeland.
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A consortium of six nonprofit organizations established in 2011

Comprises 19 offices in seven countries—Syria, Turkey, Austria, 

Switzerland، the United States, Qatar, and Lebanon    

Employs 906 dedicated staff members

 To empower Syrian society to build its future on contemporary social, cultural, economic, and political

principles that honor the rich culture and history of Syria

To empower Syrians to overcome existing challenges, develop local institutions, and lay the foundation 

for a just and dignified society

Our Vision

Our Mission

About Us
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Empower and develop Syrian civil society and invest in 

local administration

Develop Syrian institutions in order to promote 

efficiency, integrity, and professionalism in civil society

Foster economic development and create employment 

opportunities for Syrians in need

Offer strategic solutions and policy alternatives in 

matters related to Syria and its surrounding region

Reinforce a political culture with the capacity to develop 

and strengthen democratic institutions in Syria

Our programs are proven yet innovative. We collaborate with 

organizations from around the world to address the most significant 

issues facing Syrians.

Our team is capable, dedicated, and constantly improving. 

Through special trainings and education programs, we continually 

invest in the professional development of our staff.

Our organization is diverse. From different sectors and professional 

backgrounds, each staff member offers unique knowledge and skills. 

Most important, our team reflects the diversity of Syrian society.

Our mission is empowerment. We enable Syrian communities to 

help themselves, to build their own future.

Objectives Why Syrian Forum
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Where We Work

Istanbul
Chicago

Washington, DC

Dallas

United States

Turkey
Syria

Lebanon

QatarAustria
Switzerland

Rural Southern Idleb

Homs

Rural Damascus

SF Offices 

SF Partners

Dar'a

Rural Western Idleb

Rural Western Aleppo

Idleb City

Rural Northern Aleppo

Gaziantep UrfaMersin
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Since 2011, KPMG has conducted a comprehensive financial audit of Syrian Forum annually.

Syrian Forum’s Departments

Human Resources 

Programs and Development

Accounting and Legal Support

Facilities Management and Logistics

Internal Audit 

Information Technology

Media and Communications 
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Syrian Forum Partners
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Syrian Forum Austria partners with European organizations and institutions to implement Refugee Employment, Support, and Training (REST)

programs in Europe.

Our REST programs began in October 2016 and will continue through September 2018. We carry out these programs in Austria, Italy, France, Greece, 

Bulgaria, and Germany.

Our Goals:

To engage no less than 50 small and medium enterprises in each country of operation

To address the concerns of European employers regarding the legal status and employability of refugees

To help refugees enter the European workforce and to implement initiatives that give refugees access to jobs

To equip employers with the knowledge and resources to hire refugees through the appropriate legal channels

To support joint ventures across Europe to help organizations and institutions overcome major challenges to refugee integration

To develop and support a common approach among countries in the EU to effectively manage the influx of asylum seekers and migrants
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Syrian Forum began preparing for the Syria Cultural Days Festival, which is scheduled to be launched in 2018 in Istanbul.

Syria Cultural Days will be the largest event featuring Syrian literature, art, and culture in Turkey, since the war in Syria began

The event will showcase the beauty of Syrian history and culture, while eliminating harmful stereotypes about Syrian refugees

The festival is an inclusive platform, bringing together Syrians from diverse backgrounds to celebrate their skills and talents

The festival will include an exhibit featuring aid organizations to promote collaboration among institutions working inside Syria

The event will help Syrian artists, writers, and others connect with professional institutions and identify potential employment opportunities
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www.SyrianForum.org
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At Ihsan, we are dedicated to sustaining and empowering the Syrian people through long-term, comprehensive projects in diverse fields, including 

child protection, women empowerment, and food and water security, among others.

Ihsan not only delivers temporary aid but also helps individuals realize self-sufficiency and secure a new livelihood. From community development 

to infrastructure repair, we support struggling families and help displaced persons return to their homes. Through our work, we have earned the 

trust of beneficiaries and partners around the world.

With the help of more than 800 dedicated team members, we strive to gain greater access to besieged and hard-to-reach areas, and we hope to 

expand the role of civil society in rebuilding Syrian lives.

Ihsan Statement
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About Us
Established in July 2013 in Gaziantep, Turkey

Provides emergency assistance to Syrian communities in need 

Fosters economic and social development in Syria

Supports a vibrant civil society and empowers local governance

 To become the most efficient, transparent, and responsive Syrian humanitarian organization, improving

the lives of Syrians through relief, recovery, and development

To provide Syrians with critical services to alleviate suffering, foster economic and social development, 

support a vibrant civil society, and build the capacity of local administrative councils

Our Vision

Our Mission
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Human Resources 

Programs Management

Communications and Program Development

Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability, and Learning

Finance

Supply Chain 

Internal Audit

Administration 

Ihsan’s Departments
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Needs Based
Our approach to programs is one that is built on listening to the local communities 

and their needs because we ultimately believe that community ownership is key. 

Ihsan MEAL department leads on identifying community needs through various 

assessment tools including key informant interviews, focus group discussions and 

sample surveys. 

Strong Program Design
The next step is ensuring a strong program design 

whereby the Programs Departments takes the identified 

gaps and creates a program that aims to address the 

root causes of these needs. Key community leaders and 

local councils are often consulted at this stage in order 

to better understand the feasibility of such programming.

Quality Implementation
Programs are most often implemented through Ihsan’s field staff located through-

out the 8 offices in Syria. Since the establishment of the organization, Ihsan has 

placed a concerted effort in building the capacity of all staff, including those on the 

front line. The experience of the staff has contributed to their ability to implement 

programs with high quality, ensuring the integration of key stakeholders and in line 

with humanitarian principles. 

Institutional Support
Ihsan works to support Local Councils and Civil Society 

Organizations by implementing joint projects, programs, 

and workshops.

How We Work
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Internal Auditing KPMG

Monitoring, Evaluation, Accountability and Learning

Ihsan currently implements five programs including:

Ihsan contracts KPMG, an international enterprise spe-

cializing in tax, audit, and advisory services, to help de-

velop the institution’s policies and procedures in order to 

maintain the highest level of professionalism, transparen-

cy, and integrity.

A key function in the organization stems from our MEAL department, which        

remains independent of our Programs department. Through this function, we are 

able to monitor the outputs of programs and measure the impact of programs 

throughout baseline and regular assessments. This department also provides 

beneficiaries with a platform to offer feedback and share complaints in order to 

ensure that Ihsan is effectively addressing their needs. Finally, our MEAL depart-

ment allows Ihsan to take lessons learned from previous projects and apply them 

moving forward in order to strengthen our future programming. 

Food Security and Livelihoods EducationProtectionShelter and NFIWASH
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Where We Work

Istanbul

Syria

Rural Southern Idleb

Homs

Rural Damascus

Dar'a

Rural Western Idleb

Rural Western Aleppo

Idleb City

Rural Northern Aleppo

Gaziantep

Turkey
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Accomplishments 2017

45$45,749,707
Total Value of Projects and Ongoing Contracts Total Number of

Implemented Projects 

5,940,046$34,570,686

4,786,466$11,179,021

Total Value of 
Completed Projects 
in 2017

Total Number of 
Services Provided 
to Beneficiaries 

Total Value of Ongoing 
Contracts Signed in 2017

Total Number of 
Beneficiaries 
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Accomplishments since Establishment through 2017

318$109,945,856 
Total Value of Projects and Ongoing Contracts Total Number of

Implemented Projects 

23,214,027 
Total Number of 
Services Provided 
to Beneficiaries 
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Support by Program and Beneficiaries

Sector

Total Support

Beneficiaries 

$2,071,562

1,490,925

WASH

$3,823,508

299,383

Shelter / NFI

$2,902,231

389,309

Protection

$850,643

9,160

Education
Food Security 

and Livelihoods

$24,922,742

2,597,689
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Financial Report

$34,570,686

$45,749,707

$2,304,982

6.6%

Total Value of Projects and Ongoing Contracts 

Total Value of Projects in 2017

Total Payroll and Expenses

Administrative Costs



Ihsan

2,597,689  Beneficiaries

Food Security
& Livelihoods

Rapid Response
In 2017, Ihsan implemented several projects to restore damaged bakeries through the 

Cash for Jobs program, providing temporary employment to Syrians in greatest need. 

Workers received monthly salaries for the duration of the project. 

Ihsan also helped designated bakeries maintain low prices to ensure that vulnerable fami-

lies could afford to buy bread. Through this program, Ihsan provided regular and affordable 

deliveries of flour and yeast to select bakeries ensuring that each one sell bread at a set 

weight and price.

The program focused on two main tracks,

Rapid Response and Development Projects.

Ihsan’s projects this year were implemented

in Aleppo, Idleb, Dar’a, Rural Homs and Rural

Damascus.

32
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Development Projects
Throughout 2017, Ihsan developed its agricultural projects 

and successfully delivered high-quality materials, such as 

seeds, fertilizers, and fuel, to Syrian communities in need. 

Ihsan also provided livestock, feed, technical tools, and 

training courses to support the recovery of the sector.

An innovative institution, Ihsan increased the impact of 

emergency aid by offering technical training to local techni-

cians and beneficiaries, particularly through the Good Agri-

cultural Practices (GAPs) projects. 

Ihsan also implemented a simple, scalable, and sustaina-

ble solution to water scarcity by developing a system for 

collecting rainwater and training beneficiaries to use this 

technique within their own households. 

Ihsan organized several food-production activities to in-

crease family income among vulnerable Syrians and en-

hanced the whole production process by helping benefi-

ciaries find outlets to sell their products. 

Ihsan also worked with farmers to implement intercropping, 

through which a particular crop is grown among plants of a 

different kind, to increase food diversity and ultimately the 

farmers’ income.



Ihsan

299,383     Beneficiaries

NFI/Shelter

To support struggling communities, Ihsan

provided winter clothing, blankets, solar 

lights, mattresses, heaters, and heating fuel to

vulnerable families. In addition, the institution 

distributed winter aid vouchers, enabling

recipients to select items that best addressed 

their own needs.

Throughout 2017, Ihsan provided life-saving aid to families fleeing violence and offered 

specialized support to those enduring harsh winter conditions in Idleb and Aleppo

governorates.  

Ihsan also repaired 40 homes that had been damaged by bombs in the villages of Badama 

and Armanaz, near Idleb. Team members cleared the rubble, repaired the structures, and 

restored running water and electricity to each home. They also installed water heaters and 

other necessities to enable the return of displaced families to their homes. 

34
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1,490,925  Beneficiaries

12             Water stations

4      Sewage disposal projects

2        Tank irrigation projects

1      Medical waste treatments

WASH

Ihsan restored water stations, networks, and 

plumbing systems, primarily in Aleppo, Hama, 

and Idleb governorates. 

Through the restoration process, Ihsan provided and installed electric generators, neces-

sary pumps, water tanks, and fuel tanks. Ihsan also subsidized station operating costs, 

including the costs of fuel, chlorine for sterilization, employee wages, and regular mainte-

nance, for three to five months. Ihsan trained station employees on monitoring machine 

performance to ensure optimum operation and offered workshops in coordination with 

Bousla for Training and Innovation. These workshops enabled participants to establish 

an effective payment system that would guarantee sustainability and properly reflect the 

amount of water consumed. In addition, Ihsan transported water tanks to areas lacking 

water resources or networks. This project gave families in rural Idleb access to 3,750 liters 

of potable chlorine-treated water per household. 

Throughout 2017, Ihsan delivered 2,891 hygiene kits to displaced people from Aleppo. 

Ihsan also implemented a medical waste treatment project in Idleb governorate to protect 

public health. The institution collected medical waste from 30 hospitals and healthcare 

centers in Taftanaz, Bennsh, Sarmin, Ariha, Ma’ra An-Nu’man, Ehsem, and Kafr Nobol. 

The team sorted and transported the waste to a landfill in Mseibin, where it was incinerat-

ed and buried to minimize hazard. 

36
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389,309     Beneficiaries

Protection

Throughout 2017, Ihsan offered child protec-

tion services and provided support to survivors 

of gender-based violence, primarily in Aleppo, 

Idleb, Homs, and rural Damascus.

Child Protection

Gender-Based Violence

Ihsan continued to support its existing protection centers and also helped open new 

ones in Jarablus and Armanaz. Additionally, Ihsan offered new services within its existing 

centers in rural Aleppo, Homs, and Eastern Ghouta. Qualified mental health specialists 

worked in each center to provide social and emotional support, as well as to serve as 

caseworkers for the most vulnerable children. Additionally, mobile teams reached children 

who could not access the protection centers.

Ihsan also opened a youth support center that offers vocational training sessions and 

activities—including sports, open dialogue, and film screenings—to people between the 

ages of 16 and 24.

Throughout 2017, Ihsan offered services to survivors of gender-based violence and pro-

vided safe spaces for women and girls in rural Idleb, Aleppo, Homs, and Damascus. 

Ihsan’s team completed a thorough training program before conducting projects focused 

on providing social and emotional support to survivors. The team also conducted voca-

tional training and offered specialized services through caseworkers. Through these safe 

spaces, Ihsan empowered participants to invest in their abilities, improve their personal 

lives and emotional wellbeing, and obtain jobs in a variety of sectors.   

38
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9,160         Beneficiaries

19                 Schools

Education

In 2017, Ihsan implemented a number of ed-

ucation projects in Aleppo and Idleb governo-

rates to improve the quality of education. Our 

team provided schools with educational mate-

rials and offered technical support to teachers 

and administrative staff.

Ihsan’s services included:
Providing students and teachers with learning kits, and covering the teachers’ salaries

Fully restoring school buildings and covering monthly operating costs

Preparing for winter by covering the cost of heaters and heating fuel

Establishing small training centers for young adults to develop their skills and enable 

them to enter the job market

Offering training courses for teachers and students on Education in Emergencies (EiE)

Teaching students about explosive remnants of war (ERW) and improving school safety 

and security in line with international standards

Developing safety plans and providing schools with necessary safety supplies, such as 

fire extinguishers and first aid kits

Conducting activities pertaining to child protection, such as awareness campaigns, 

back-to-school campaigns, and entertainment activities

40
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Cooperation and Partnerships



IhsanRd
www.IhsanRD.org
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Rizk empowers Syrian lives through vocational training, professional development, and job placement services. Guided by its strategic vision, Rizk 

explores new horizons in the Turkish labor market. 

In 2017, the institution expanded its partnerships to overcome major challenges and develop innovative services, despite the scarcity of job

opportunities. Through agreements with municipalities and nongovernmental organizations, Rizk provided better solutions and opportunities to its 

beneficiaries, thus minimizing the migration of talented Syrians and keeping them closer to their homeland.

Rizk aims to expand its international partnerships to create new job opportunities that will provide stability and job security to Syrians.

Rizk Statement
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Established in June 2014 in Urfa, Turkey

Provides job placement services and professional development for 

Syrian refugees

Improves the skills and capabilities of the Syrian workforce, especially 

in the fields of business and science

Strives to limit “brain drain” by motivating highly educated and 

talented Syrians to remain geographically close to Syria

 To empower Syrians to achieve self-sufficiency, reduce their reliance on humanitarian aid, and contribute

to their professional development, so they will be better prepared for rebuilding Syria

To help Syrians find and secure jobs in Turkey and beyond, to develop the skills of the Syrian workforce, 

and to form a networking platform that connects Syrians with potential employers

Our Vision

Our Mission

About Us
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Why Rizk

Rizk is the first Syrian organization 

dedicated to professional development 

and job placement for Syrians.

We pioneer

Rizk provides professional development 

programs based on need-assessment 

surveys, regular field visits, and job 

market analysis.

We develop

Rizk initiates and coordinates joint 

projects that promote entrepreneurship 

by connecting Syrians with business 

leaders in other countries, particularly 

those hosting Syrian refugees.

We connect
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 Receive Job
Applications

 Build Partnerships and
Establish Agreements

 Conduct
Fields Surveys

 Receive
Employment Offers

 Conduct
Vocational Training

 Update the Database
of Available Jobs

Match the Right Person with the Right Job

How We Work
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Where We work

Istanbul

Gaziantep

Antakya

UrfaMersin

Ankara

Rizk Offices

Upcoming Offices

Turkey
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25,757

14,060

8632,611

Accomplishments 2017

Number of Beneficiaries

Number of 
Registered 
Applicants

Number of 
Trainees

Number of 
Training Hours

1,470
Average Income 
of Beneficiaries 
in Turkish Liras

5,950
Number of Employed
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68,061

36,934

Accomplishments since Establishment through 2017

Number of Employed

Number of 
Registered 
Applicants

1,610 Number of 
Trainees

12,876
Number of Beneficiaries
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Istanbul

Gaziantep

Urfa

Eskișehir

Karaman

Ankara

Hatay

Kahramanmaraș

Malatya

Tokat

Niğde

Samsun

Sivas

Isparta

2,822

1,621

1,366

54

13

8

7

5

5

5

5

5

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Bursa

Mersin

Rize

Konya

Afyonkarahisar

Tunceli

Kilis

Diyarbakır

Aydın

Elazığ

Balıkesir

Giresun

Izmit

Adana

Turkey

Iraq

Saudi Arabia

5,947

2

1

Number of Employed by Province

1,963
Female

3,987
Male
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Pediatric Medicine

Orthopedics

Dentistry

Otolaryngology

Internal Medicine

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Urology

Physical Therapy

Psychiatry

Veterinary Medicine

Pharmacology

Nursing

Law

Computer Engineering

Electronic Engineering

3

5

20

1

16

15

1

5

1

1

10

25

5

10

27

1

8

32

11

4

3

1

145

4

41

637

966

35

198

201

Civil Engineering

Architecture

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Food Engineering

Agronomy 

Chemical Engineering

Accounting

Psychologists

Computer Programming

Administrative Services

Marketing

Photography

Design

Translation

Number of Employed by Profession
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Teaching

Caretaking

Clinical Laboratory Services

Metalworking

Plumber

Electrician

Elevator Business

Air Conditioning

Farming

Workers

Handicraft

Trainers

Interior Design

Wood Work

Tailoring

105

14

13

38

14

58

1

11

194

1866

8

58

48

129

460

22

125

19

161

30

5

9

4

8

23

42

28

25

Aluminum Worker

Blacksmith

Baker

Chefs

Chauffeuring

Auto Electrician

Auto Painting

Auto Repair

Cell Phone Repair

Barber

Construction Services

Tile Installation

Painting
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Training and Empowerment Projects

Course 

Turkish Language

Turkish Work Ethics

Turkish Work Ethics

Accounting

Conversational English 

Turkish Language in Medical Services (UNDP) 

Marketing 

Farming Techniques

Photoshop

Location 

Istanbul

Urfa

Gaziantep

Istanbul

Istanbul

Urfa

Istanbul

Urfa

Gaziantep

Number of Trainees

46

295

244

34

52

74

6

57

4

Number of Training Hours

222

136

100

16

66

440

24

528

12
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Course 

Computer Basics 

Hairdressing 

Sewing and Embroidery 

Project Management 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

Health and Safety at Workplace

PMP Basics

Network Basics

Web Design

Total

Location 

Gaziantep 

Gaziantep 

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Istanbul

Istanbul

Istanbul

Number of Trainees

3

1

5

5

5

6

19

6

1

863

Number of Training Hours

12

15

495

30

24

462

2

3

24

2611
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Workshops
Rizk participated in many workshops with international organizations and Turkish government institutions to develop employment methods and mech-

anisms for Syrian refugees, exchange data and information about their impact on the Turkish labor market, and regulate activities and services offered 

by organizations that help Syrians.
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Events
MÜSİAD International Exhibition in Istanbul 

Job Fair – organized by UNHCR and IMC in Istanbul

Arab Business Forum in Istanbul

“The challenges faced by Syrian businessmen during the investment 

phase and the opportunities offered by the State of Șanlıurfa” 

Safety and protection of workers - organized by Gaziantep Chamber 

of Industry
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Cooperation Agreements
Throughout 2017, Rizk formed partnerships with distinguished local and international institutions to train small-business owners in entrepreneurship 

and small-business development, Turkish work ethics, and sector-specific vocations.  
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Media Coverage
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Partnerships



Rzktr
Rizk.SyrianForum.org
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At Bousla, we provide comprehensive training programs to equip the next generation of Syrian leaders with the knowledge and skills necessary to 

rebuild their communities. Meeting the highest standards, our programs support individuals and institutions in Syria and Turkey—from local councils 

in besieged neighborhoods to vulnerable refugees in new host communities.

In 2017, Bousla implemented specialized training sessions focused on reconstruction and education in Syria due to the ongoing crisis. The Keys 

Initiative, launched by Bousla, includes a number of integrated training programs to enable Syrian youth to practice humanitarian work in their 

communities.

Bousla strives to train more individuals, boost their impact on society, and secure a solid foundation, upon which a new Syria may be built.

Bousla Statement
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Established in March 2014 in Gaziantep, Turkey

Conducts comprehensive training programs for Syrian individuals 

and institutions

Manages development and capacity-building projects for local 

administrative councils in Syria

Equips Syrian society with the knowledge and skills necessary to 

rebuild communities

 To empower individuals, civil society organizations, and local administrative councils in Syria by offering customized

training programs that provide the tools necessary to resolve critical issues affecting Syrian communities

To educate and instruct Syrians through holistic, high-quality training programs that help them fulfill their aspirations, 

improve their productivity, and increase their competitiveness in the job market

Our Mission

About Us
Our Vision
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Unique Tools Bousla provides helpful resources, such 

as course handbooks and video guides, to enhance the 

knowledge and experience of the trainee

Comprehensive Approach Bousla provides training 

programs that complement services offered by other Syrian 

Forum organizations, such as Rizk’s professional training 

for applicants and Ihsan’s human resources development

Industry Standards Bousla raises the training indu-

stry’s standards in terms of scope and innovative 

educational methods

Targeted Trainings Bousla offers effective trainings in 

line with the projects and programs undertaken by the 

targeted beneficiary groups

Why Bousla
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Bousla Tracks

Education and 
Psychosocial Support

Human Rights 
and Rule of Law

Public Administration 
and Capacity Building

Professional 
Development
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Where We Work

Istanbul

Syria

Homs

Rural Damascus

Dar'a

Rural Aleppo

Idleb City

Gaziantep Urfa

Turkey

of the trainings were conducted in Syria
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Training Programs for Workers in 
Food Security and Livelihood Sector

Training Programs for
Workers in Protection Sector

Training Programs
for Workers in WASH Sector

Entrepreneurs program 

Grants and loans program

Workers in agriculture program

Fundamentals of protection

Working with people with special needs

Fundamentals of psychosocial treatment

Entrepreneurs program 

Grants and loans program

Workers in agriculture program

Bousla Training
Programs by Target Groups
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Local Administration Councils

Civil Society Organizations

Legal training programs

Council capacity building 

Fundamentals of local administration

Managing development projects

Skills and tools for implementing development projects

Managing nonprofit organizations & building their capacities

Individuals
(in Syria and host countries)

Grants and loans program

Vocational training program

Micro-project management program

Schools and
Educational Institutions

Teacher training program

Training program on psychosocial support
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1,9963,300

3,969 

902,600 

Accomplishments 2017

Trainees Training hours 

Applicants

Awareness Programs
Hours 

Awareness Programs
Beneficiaries

2,767 Certified 
Participants 95 Training 

Courses 
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4,5087,557

7,233

Accomplishments since Establishment through 2017

Trainees Training hours 

Awareness Programs
Beneficiaries 4,415 Certified 

Participants 257 Training 
Courses 
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Program Highlights

Vocational Training Program in Nursing

Beneficiaries: 160 

Duration: 8 months

Location: Rural Aleppo, Syria

Skill Development for Mental Health Professionals 

Beneficiaries: 15 

Duration: 3 months

Location: Gaziantep, Turkey

The course included clinical training and regular 

hospital visits, and the program helped fulfill the 

urgent need for nurses and EMTs inside Syria. 

Several trainees were hired after finishing the 

training program.

Trainees improved their skills and expertise in the treatment 
of children with disabilities. Facilitators provided specialized 
reference materials, translated from English into Arabic.

In addition to conducting in-class activities, facilitators assigned 
homework on a regular basis.
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Skill Development for School Administrators

Beneficiaries: 600
Schools: 587
Duration: 2 months

Location: Idleb, rural Aleppo, and rural 

Damascus (including Eastern Ghouta)

Training Program on Humanitarian Aid (by Keys Initiative)

Beneficiaries: 25
Applicants: 275
Duration: 3 months

Location: Gaziantep, Turkey

The program focused on improving the quality of 

education and mental health resources in schools by 

training principals and school health teams.

This program is the largest of its kind in terms of the 

number of targeted schools and beneficiaries. This 

training included practical applications within schools.

The training program equipped participants, between the ages of 18 
and 26, with the necessary skills to practice humanitarian work through 

seven training sessions.

Project Management for Development Professionals (PMD Pro)

Remote Management

Monitoring and Evaluation

Data Collection

Fundamentals of Humanitarian Work

Microsoft Office 

English Language
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Programs Conducted by Bousla

Training

Education in Emergencies

Operation and Maintenance of Water Stations

Cost Recovery

English for NGOs

WASH Techniques

Advanced Excel

 Vocational Training: Nursing

Turkish Work Ethics

Excel Reports

Cultural Competence

Tax System for Water Stations

Home Gardening Techniques

Cost Recovery for Water Stations

Psychosocial Support for Teachers

Location

Rural Aleppo

Idleb

Idleb

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Idleb

Rural Aleppo

Sanliurfa

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Idleb

Idleb

Idleb

Rural Aleppo

No. of Trainees

69

67

38

8

11

22

160

40

25

50

22

78

22

79

No. of Hours

72

52

14

36

32

12

320

20

20

4

16

7

8

72
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Training

Good Agricultural Practices: Growing Vegetables

Good Agricultural Practices: Growing Wheat

Project Management in the Development Sector

Project Management in the Development Sector

Small-Projects Management 

Warehouse Management

Writing Reports in the Humanitarian Sector

Writing Reports

Skills Development for Mental Health Professionals 

Water Harvesting Techniques

The Lifecycle of a Project

English Language

Turkish Language

Project Management and Computer Basics

Location

Rural Homs

Eastern Ghouta

Gaziantep

Idleb

Rural Aleppo

Idleb

Gaziantep

Idleb

Gaziantep

Idleb

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Rural Homs

No. of Trainees

650

175

67

40

230

22

18

22

44

377

16

16

38

23

No. of Hours

88

48

109

11

192

24

20

24

49

32

18

24

48

36
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Training

Accounting

 Skills Development for School Administrators

 Skills Development for School Administrators

 Skills Development for School Administrators

Psychology and Child Protection

Principles of Infrastructure Rebuilding 

Power BI for Beginners

Basics of Psychology

Food Processing and Entrepreneurship

Data Collection

Food Processing Techniques

Excel: Data Analysis

Executive Planning

Basics of Monitoring and Evaluation 

Writing Reports

Warehouse Management for Water Stations

Location

Idleb

Rural Aleppo

Idleb

Eastern Ghouta

Eastern Ghouta

Rural Aleppo

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Idleb

Gaziantep

Idleb

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Gaziantep

Rural Idleb

Rural Idleb

No. of Trainees

22

187

195

86

30

60

12

32

12

25

121

10

30

16

11

22

No. of Hours

18

30

34

72

109

48

32

16

36

34

36

21

24

30

24

24
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This initiative provides a safe place for youth to meet 

within socially acceptable morals and values, and offers 

quality entertainment through regular screenings of 

select international movies that motivate, advance, and 

improve understanding.

Movie Mates initiative launched
in partnership with Strategos team  
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Partnerships



Bousla
www.Bousla.org
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At Fener, we empower Syrian refugees to overcome personal challenges, and we enable them to adapt and excel in their new host communities. 

Since 2014, Fener has implemented projects focused on Syrian culture, art, society, and service. 

Our team has invested in youth development through Njoom AlGhad, a sports program dedicated to building bridges between Syrian and Turkish 

youth. This program has allowed Fener to expand its activities in Turkey.

Fener seeks to offer more comprehensive activities, events, and workshops that help Syrians celebrate their own culture while developing closer 

ties with their Turkish peers.

Fener Statement
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Established in mid-2014 in Istanbul, Turkey

Empowers Syrian refugees to overcome the challenges of 

displacement, adapt to new environments, and connect with their 

new host communities

Improves refugees’ access to local resources and organizes 

community activities to provide refugees with a sense of stability

Leads sports programs, cultural activities, and community service 

projects for Syrian youth to help them build relationships with their 

Turkish peers

To build a safe and secure society that honors and preserves Syrian culture and promotes harmony between 

refugees and their local host communities.

To support Syrian refugees as they connect with their new host communities, engage with local customs and 

traditions, learn local languages, and navigate new institutions and laws.

Our Vision

Our Mission

About Us
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The goal is to effectively communicate, develop cultural awareness and 

build cultural bridges with the host society (the Turkish society) by hosting 

inter-community workshops and public lectures that counter the extremist 

narrative, as well as facilitating dialogue among all segments of Syrian society 

to regain and reinforce societal security.

The focus of this track is to organize a platform to encourage 

specialized Syrian volunteers to offer their services and 

support to Syrian and Turkish communities, especially children. 

Volunteers participate in conducting the following activities:

Psychosocial support activities for children

Theater, singing and other entertainment activities

Fener Tracks

Cultural & Social Activities Volunteering Activities

Cultural & Social Activities Volunteering Activities Community Service Sports Programs
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Researching and reporting on the living conditions of Syrian refugees in Istanbul 

and Gaziantep

Connecting with education centers in Gaziantep to learn about how they work 

and whom they serve

Providing meat and gifts to Syrian orphans from more than 20 families through 

our Eid program

Fener supports Syrian athletes by providing the training and equipment necessary to 

help them improve, not only their athletic abilities but also their sportsmanship.

Established in June 2014, Njoom AlGhad Academy is the first program of its kind for 

Syrian refugees in Turkey. The academy organizes sports and recreational activities 

that build bridges between Syrians and their Turkish peers through friendly soccer 

matches. The program promotes cultural integration while respecting and celebrating 

cultural diversity.

Community Service

Sports Programs

Njoom AlGhad Academy 
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There are 100 soccer players divided into four teams in the 

districts of Fatih, Esenyurt, Gaziosmanpașa, and Bayrampașa 

in Istanbul.

Sixteen schools and 200 players participated in Njoom 

AlGhad’s third annual soccer tournament for Syrian students, 

and Njoom AlGhad’s team won first place.

Players also participated in a tournament sponsored by 

TOGEM-DER, in which 80 Syrian athletes participated 

alongside Turkish teams. Njoom AlGhad’s team won first place, 

and Turkey’s top team and The First Lady of Turkey attended 

the tournament.

Njoom AlGhad’s team participated in the Esenyurt soccer 

tournament for Syrians, the Football Unifies tournament 

(sponsored by UNICEF Turkey), and the Istanbul Academy 

tournament, in which Njoom AlGhad’s team won first place.

Njoom AlGhad organized and participated in 32 friendly 

matches and subsidized sports activities for children in schools.
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55 soccer players

5 friendly matches

3 major tournaments 

20 players on the chess team

1 junior chess tournament

Al-Nassr Al-Sahli FC 
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 The Syrian’s
Guide in Turkey

Workshops

Public Lectures

Soccer Tournaments

 Science Programs
at Syrian Schools

 Entertainment
Events

Articles

 Children’s Cinema
Club Film Screenings

Infographics

 Dialogue
Seminars

Njoom AlGhad
Academy Participants

 Psychosocial Support
Activities for Children

1,636

34

19

14

7

11

19

14

22

20

175

17

Accomplishments since Establishment through 2017
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Partnerships



Fener.SyrianForum.org
Fener
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Omran is an independent policy research center dedicated to the study of Syria and the surrounding region. Through our extensive network in 

Syria and Turkey, our team collects and analyzes direct data on the ground. We publish in-depth papers and reports on political, economic, and 

social issues in Syria and its regional and global impact. We also lead dozens of intensive workshops and roundtable discussions with scholars, 

lawmakers, and activists from Syria and beyond.  

In 2017, we presented a number of research papers related to politics, security, local administration, and other prominent issues in Syria. Through 

our work, we remain focused on a paradigm of rebuilding state institutions from the bottom up in order to drive real change.

We have a lot more planned for 2018. We recently opened a new office in Washington, DC, and we expect to open new offices in Europe in the 

near future. Through these new offices, we will present a national vision for the Syrian cause through which the Syrian people will play a central 

role in building their future.

Omran Statement
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Established in November 2013 in Istanbul, Turkey

Conducts intensive research and publishes in-depth studies, 

analytical maps, and policy recommendations on Syrian politics, 

economics, and local governance

Hosts conferences, workshops, and seminars, bringing together 

scholars from around the world

Serves as a reference on Syrian affairs for institutions addressing the 

humanitarian crisis

 An independent policy research center that presents an objective understanding of Syria and the region and serves as

a reference for policymakers around the world

To become an essential reference on Syria and the region on political and security affairs, local governance and 

administration, and economic development.

To publish policy studies and briefs that empower relevant actors and institutions working on Syrian affairs, support 

decision-making mechanisms, and assess a complex set of data to produce analytical maps and recommendations.

Our Vision

Our Mission

About Us
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We provide accurate information through an extensive 

network of researchers and partner organizations in Syria 

and Turkey.

We inform decision makers in Syria and around the 

world, and provide regional and international organizations 

with analysis and commentary.

We conduct in-depth assessments on current political 

and social issues in Syria and the surrounding region 

through direct access to information on the ground.

We provide a platform for Syrian leaders, human rights 

activists, local council members, and scholars to exchange 

and develop new ideas and solutions in Syria.

We publish in Arabic, Turkish, and English.

Why Omran
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Adhere to professional standards in analyzing and reporting on 

complex issues

Implement an appropriate research methodology

Cultivate and develop the skills of the research team

Adapt to changing conditions and needs

Offer tailored solutions to unique problems in diverse cultural and 

political contexts

Embrace research approaches and disciplines through dialogue 

and bridge building

Support decision-making processes and develop strategies and pol-

icies for Syrian regional and international stakeholders on rebuilding 

state institutions

Provide practical solutions and policy recommendations to Syrian 

and non-Syrian decision makers.

Publish policy studies that identify challenges in Syria and the sur-

rounding region and outline possible solutions

Publish papers in Arabic, English, and Turkish to facilitate interaction 

with stakeholders around the world

Contribute to policy discourses on reconstruction and local govern-

ance in Syria

Our Core Values Our Objectives
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 Economics and Development

Politics and International Relations

 Local Administration & Promotion
of Democratic Practices

Studies Unit

Omran’s Units

Monitoring and Maps Production

Public Opinion Polls and Surveys

Information Unit

Political Track

Public Services Track

Military and Security Track

Negotiations Support Unit
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Studies Unit

Information Unit

Negotiations Support Unit

The Studies Unit researches and analyzes Syrian politics, economics, security, and 

local administration. The unit also assesses the broader impact of Syrian affairs on 

regional and international actors.

The unit presents recommendations and projections for decision makers in Syria. 

Researchers strive to inform experts on Syrian affairs by providing an accurate and 

objective assessment of the challenges and opportunities facing Syrians. 

The Information Unit collects data in order to better understand current issues in 

Syria and the surrounding region. The unit also offers support to the Studies Unit by 

constantly monitoring and archiving news and information related to Syrian affairs 

and by producing special reports, bulletins, and maps.

Furthermore, the unit tracks products by think tanks and policy centers relating to 

Syria and the  region.

This technical unit comprises Syrian and international experts, who provide Syrian 

actors and decision makers with the tools, information, and analysis necessary for 

negotiations processes. 
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Omran seeks to facilitate better communication among policy centers that focus on the study of Syria and the surrounding region. With offices around 

the world, we provide local and global experts with the latest studies and analyses on political, economic, and military issues in Syria. In January 2018, 

we opened an office in Washington, DC, and we look forward to opening new offices in Geneva and Ankara in the near future.

Offices Worldwide

Omran Offices

Upcoming Offices
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Security and Military

The Political Process

Public Opinion Polls

Decentralized

Local Administration

Local Economic Development

Rebuilding Syria

Education 

Healthcare

Societal Security

Refugee Resettlement

Regional and

International Studies

Rule of Law

Kurdish Affairs

Terrorism and Extremism

Fields of Study Omran’s Outcomes 
Publications: Produced books, research papers, in-depth 

analyses, policy briefs, editorials, maps, and infographics

Events: Organized and participated in conferences, seminars, 

workshops, and discussion panels

Training Resources: Developed materials for training sessions 

based on the participants’ needs

Consultations: Provided recommendations to local, regional, 

and international entities engaged in Syria

Engagements: Connected with numerous research centers 

and policy makers around the world

Surveys and Polls: Conducted surveys and polls on pertinent 

Syrian issues
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25 2

5768112
Media Appearances Conferences and Events Research Papers

147 5
Published and 
Unpublished 
Reports

Editorials Books

Surveys and Polls

Accomplishments 2017

122 Military Maps

7 Studies
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7 Books

274185275
Media Appearances Conferences and Events Research Papers

Accomplishments since Establishment through 2017

41 Studies86 Editorials
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Highlights Studies and Research Papers

The Role of Local Councils in Regional Security

Idleb’s Civil Council Elections: A Tough Transition

Operation Euphrates Sword: Potential Scenarios

De-escalation Zones: A Cloak to Refocus on the East

The Security Situation in Syria and Ways to Manage It

Protecting Local Councils in De-escalation Agreements

The Role of Jihadi Movements in Syrian Local Governance

Restructuring Displaced Local Councils in New Environments

ISIS and the Strategic Vacuum- The Dilemma of Role Distribution- The Raqqa Model

Factors Impacting the Development of Syrian Refugees’ Livelihood in Turkey: Analysis

The Battle over “Useless” Syria: The Syrian Desert as a Prelude to the Deir-ez-Zor Battle

Managing the dossier of the internally displaced in Idleb, as well as the externally displaced
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Editorials Special Reports 

The Syrian Opposition: Lost In Politics

The Syrian Opposition: To be, or not to be

The Battle of Idleb and National Challenges

Civil Administration In Idleb: Last-minute Initiative

De-Escalation Zone Agreements: Toward Reshaping Syria

Legal and Constitutional Views on Decentralization in Syria

Post-Astana Arrangements of the Political Solution by Russia

Border-Crossing Agreements and their Concerns: Old and New

The War of Demographic Change and the Role of Local Councils

What Moscow Wants Local Councils to Do in De-escalation Zones

Toward Reclaiming Sovereignty

Decentralization in Syria and Aspirations of Regional and Global Powers

The Battle between Hay’at Tahrir Al-Sham and Ahrar Al-Sham to Draw 

the Future of the North

Military and Security Structures of the Autonomous Administration 

in Syria 

March 2017 Russian Analyses: Highlights on Regional Issues 

Women’s Labor and Education in Liberated Areas: Between Hope 

and Reality 

April 2017 Russian Analyses: Highlights on Regional Issues

July 2017 Russian Analyses: Highlights on Regional Issues

Report on the most important Russian analyses of regional

issues from August 15 to September 29, 2017
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Maps
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Books Challenges to National Rebuilding 
after the Russian Intervention

As the crisis in Syria entered its seventh year, Omran released its 

third annual book, providing a systematic overview of the most 

significant changes in Syria in 2016. In the book, the authors ex-

amined Russian influence in the region, including the country’s im-

pact on the stagnation of economic and development activities 

in opposition areas. The authors also analyzed local administra-

tive bodies and their potential to implement political transition and 

tighten security in Syrian communities.

The book emphasizes the importance of empowering Syrian civil 

society, especially the local councils, as a legitimate representative 

body. Despite the disparity in performance, local entities should 

fill the administrative void and counter the imbalance between the 

political views of the people and those of militant factions and tra-

ditional political bodies.
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Changing the Security Sector in Syria 

This book presents the technical, political, and social factors that drive 

change in the security sector in Syria. In the book, the authors outline a 

vision to achieve security sector reform and to rise above political com-

petition among regional and international powers. They offer objective 

solutions, clear analysis of the current security situation, and recommen-

dations on how to change it.

The book is divided into three main chapters. The first chapter outlines 

key concepts and policies required to achieve effective change within 

the security sector. The concepts include disarmament, reintegration, 

restructuring the sector, and learning from post-conflict management 

efforts in other countries. The second chapter examines the security sit-

uation in both regime- and opposition-controlled areas, as well as areas 

of self-governance. The third chapter explains the anticipated challenges 

and presents a practical approach to restructuring the security sector in 

Syria, from pre-transition (known as the peace-building phase) to stability.
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Conferences and Events

Workshop: The Role of Local Councils in Security 
Sector Reform and its Anticipated Challenges

Omran organized this workshop as a continuation of its project on 

security sector reform in Syria. During the workshop, participants dis-

cussed the role of local councils in the process of democratization, as 

well as its role in rebuilding post-conflict security structures. Additionally, 

participants analyzed the security situation in the areas of regime control 

and self-administration, focusing on the role of transitional justice in the 

process of security change.

Research Meeting: Local Councils and Security 
Sector Reform in Syria

In cooperation with the ORSAM, Omran held a meeting to discuss ways 

of empowering local councils by investing opportunities and responding 

to challenges, in addition to the principles of security sector reform in 

Syria and the security management scenarios in the different areas of 

control in Syria and the ways to govern them to achieve stability, which 

is the basis for the success of the transition process.

Roundtable Discussion: Engaging displaced local 
councils and organizations in new environments

This roundtable discussion was organized by Omran and hosted by

Local Administration Councils Unit focused on the following:

The legal context of displaced local councils

The most significant roles that displaced people can assume in their 

new environments

The relationship between displaced local councils and host societies

Seminar: Iranian Presence in Syria: The Present and 
the Future

Omran experts delivered a presentation on Iranian military policy in Syria 

during this seminar, which was organized by the Center of Iranian Stud-

ies (IRAM) in Ankara. The seminar included a group of Arab and Turkish 

academics and experts.
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Workshop: Cooperation on Institutional Reform and 
Restoring Stability in Syria  

Omran organized the workshop in partnership with the Geneva Center 

for Security Policy (GCSP). Thirty-five experts from the US, Russia, as 

well as Arab and European countries examined the potential for interna-

tional cooperation on necessary institutional reform to restore stability in 

Syria. The discussion focused on institutional reforms in specific sectors 

during political transition.

Panel Discussion: Elections in Syria (UN Security 
Council Resolution 2254)

In response to UN Security Council Resolution 2254, Omran participat-

ed at a panel discussion hosted by the UN Economic and Social Com-

mission for Western Asia (ESCWA). The purpose of the meeting was to 

draft a research paper, detailing future elections in Syria in accordance 

with the program’s vision. Participants also presented a framework for 

the election process to address potential challenges following a political 

solution to the conflict.

Workshop: The Role of Civil Society in Security Sector 
Reform and Related Challenges 

Building upon Omran’s project to analyze security sector reform in Syria, 

the team conducted a workshop to discuss the role of civil society in 

Syria’s transition to democracy, as well as its role in building a frame-

work for security in post-conflict countries. Participants also discussed 

the security situation in regime-controlled areas and self-administration 

territories. This part of the discussion focused on the importance of 

transitional justice in the process of reforming the security sector.

Seminar: The Near East South Asia Center for 
Strategic Studies in Bangkok, Thailand 

The seminar focused on new approaches to fighting violent extremism. 

In addition to Omran’s experts, a number of scientists, military officers, 

diplomats, government officials, consultants, and lawmakers attended 

the event to discuss long- and short-term measures in fighting violent 

extremist groups.
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Conference: International Conference for Syrians’ 
Education 

In response to UN Security Council Resolution 2254, Omran participat-

ed at a panel discussion hosted by the UN Economic and Social Com-

mission for Western Asia (ESCWA). The purpose of the meeting was to 

draft a research paper, detailing future elections in Syria in accordance 

with the program’s vision. Participants also presented a framework for 

the election process to address potential challenges following a political 

solution to the conflict.

Conference: Toward a New Security Apparatus 
Structure in the Middle East

Omran attended a conference, organized by Al-Sharq Forum, to dis-

cuss the need for restoring stability to Syria in terms of security. The 

conference emphasized the importance of a “bottom-to-top” approach, 

empowering local and governorate councils to restore security to their 

communities.

Conference: 2nd International Conference on Syrian 
Refugees: Syrian Refugees between Hope and Reality

Organized by Adiyaman University and the Scientific Renaissance Asso-

ciation, Omran’s team presented a research paper titled “The Reality of 

Syrians’ Living Conditions in Turkey and How to Improve Them.”
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Media Coverage
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Cooperation Agreements
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Since 2014, AlSouria.net has served as a dynamic media organization, enabling political, social, and cultural development in Syria, while upholding 

the values of freedom, dignity, and equality.

Despite many challenges, our team reports each news story with accuracy and objectivity, and we maintain the utmost professionalism as we shed 

light on current issues in Syrian communities. Our reputation has made us a go-to resource for many media outlets.

In 2017, our team published thousands of media products, attracting 1.8 million followers and more than 3 million views.

We continue to inform the global community and raise awareness about the dire situation for Syrians, both inside and outside of their homeland. 

We continue to engage and educate a greater number of people, and we provide writers and journalists with a platform to express their views.

AlSouria Statement
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Established in July 2014 in Istanbul, Turkey

Serves as a media organization, publishing news articles, 

commentary, and analysis on Syrian affairs

Seeks to contribute to the development of a Syrian national media 

strategy

Strives to generate content in all mediums, displayed on its online 

platform, AlSouria.net

To raise awareness about Syrian affairs and become one of the major sources of news and analysis on Syria

To publish a variety of high-quality media content and present a balanced and comprehensive perspective on 

Syrian affairs, while adhering to professional journalistic standards

Our Vision

Our Mission

About Us
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Displays breaking news, special reports, and analysis on Syrian affairs

Adheres to an editorial policy—inclusive of all Syrians—that communicates authentic Syrian 

narratives and rejects all forms of extremism

Reports news in all Syrian governorates, as well as the surrounding region, through a wide 

network of exclusive correspondents

About
AlSouria.net
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Why AlSouria.net

Our Reach

Credible Reporting High-Quality ContentObjective News
Coverage

Professional StandardsExclusive Coverage
of Syrian Affairs

26%

5%

17%

4%

11%

4%

10%

2%

8%

1%

12% Other 
countries
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Impact

Audience

Many news agencies republish, reference, and translate our content regularly.

Our content caters to a wide age range. 54%  from ages 18 - 44
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AlSouria.net
Sections News Section

Syria This section covers political, military, humanitarian, and local news through a network 

of reporters who conduct interviews with prominent political, military, and national figures.

International This section provides a unique and comprehensive overview of relevant 

international news by offering accurate information and analysis.

Economy This section focuses primarily on key economic and financial developments 

affecting Syrians and their livelihood through the publication of situation briefs on Arab and 

international economic relations.
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Opinion

This section is dedicated to political analysts and writers who specialize in Syrian and re-

gional affairs.

It seeks to share a wide range of opinions and analyses on Syrian and regional issues from 

multiple perspectives. AlSouria.net also sheds light on how Arab media outlets cover Syrian 

affairs.

In-Depth Studies

This section specializes in reviewing and analyzing the most important studies on Syria and 

the region.

Multimedia

This section focuses on presenting news through creative visuals, including infographics, 

illustrations, and short films.

Book Review

This section provides a platform to review books—including English and French books not 

available in Arabic—on the Syrian conflict and its global repercussions.
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1,0746,994

8

Accomplishments 2017

News Opinion

Multimedia
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6,55246,046

570

Accomplishments since Establishment through 2017

News Opinion

In-Depth Studies 469 Multimedia
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24,868,353 Page ViewsSessions18,597,867 Unique Visitors15,455,626 

AlSouria.net Visitors from 2014 through 2017

Most Important Studies and Reports 

Political Issues

The Attempt to Assassinate Turkey

The Opposition and the Art of Negotiating with De Mistura

Facts on Militarization and Islamization in the Syrian Revolution

Turkish Military Council: the Beginning of a New Era

Changes in Strategy after the Chemical Attack on Khan Sheikhoun 

Rights and Freedoms

On the Homeland and Citizenship

Refugees and the Identity Struggle 

Almadinah Newspaper:  A Model for Citizenship or International Treaty?
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Infographic





www.AlSouria.net
AlSouriaNet




